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One of the major problems of list processing pro- 
grams is that of reclaiming discarded list cells. As both 
Schorr and Waite [18] and Knuth [10, pp. 412-413] 
point out, there are three primary techniques for dealing 
with this problem. 

The first is to place the responsibility of reclamation 
on the programmer. This technique was used in earlier 
general list processing systems [16]. Today, however, it 
is used primarily in small, special purpose applications; 
it is too burdensome and too error-prone for general 
purpose systems. 

The second technique is for the list manipulation 
primitives to maintain a reference count for each cell 
indicating the number of other cells which point ~o it. 
This technique is best known for its use by Weizenbaum 
in slip [23, 24]. Whenever the reference count for a cell 
reaches zero, that cell is reclaimed automatically. This 
technique suffers three disadvantages. It requires room 
in each cell for a counter, which for small cells may cost 
25 percent extra memory space or more. Furthermore, 
it is not guaranteed to reclaim circular (self-referent) 
list structures [11, 18]. Finally, the basic list processing 
primitives which create objects and copy pointers must 
constantly spend time updating reference counts. 

The third technique is that of garbage collection, 
originally proposed by McCarthy [12] and used in the 
I.iSe 1.5 system [13]. Under this scheme the entire prob- 
lem of storage reclamation is ignored until the list of 
available cells (the freelist) is exhausted. The list proc- 
essing program is then temporarily suspended while a 
"garbage collector" routine determines which cells are 
no longer accessible to the program; these cells are 
subsequently returned to the freelist. This technique is 
guaranteed to reclaim circular structures, and typically 
requires only an extra bit or two for each cell. It also 
frees not only the high-level programmer, but also most 
of the list processing primitives, from concern for re- 
clamation; only the primitives which construct new 
objects from available cells need invoke the garbage 
collector. The garbage collector itself is usually a self- 
contained routine, relatively disjoint from the rest of the 
list processing system. 

Because of the advantages of the garbage collection 
method, particularly its generality and modularity, it 
has received the most attention in the past decade, and 
it is used in most current large list processing systems, 
including MacLIsP [15], ECL [3], and InterI.iSp [19]. 
Various refinements have been made over the years, but 
the basic garbage collection algorithm remains the same 
as it was ten years ago [8, 17]: 
(1) (Mark) Determine which cells are still accessible to 

the list-processing program. 
(2) (Relocate) Compact available cells into a contiguous 

region. 
(3) (Update) Update all pointer references to relocated 

cells. 
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(4) (Reclaim) Collect inaccessible cells into a list; this 
becomes the new freelist. 

Steps (2), (3), and (4) may also be performed in the 
order (4), (2), (3) [8]; furthermore, steps (2) and (3) 
may simply be omitted if compactification is not desired. 

There is one primary disadvantage to the garbage 
collection method, however; this is the fact that list 
processing must be suspended periodically. The time at 
which a garbage collection will occur is relatively un- 
predictable to the list processor, particularly if the 
garbage collector performs sophisticated dynamic stor- 
age allocation. This unpredictability is directly related to 
the fact that the garbage collection process is relatively 
disjoint from the list processing itself. As list processing 
databases grow larger and larger, garbage collection 
takes longer and longer to perform. This is of little 
consequence in a batch situation, but many large list 
processing systems, such as algebraic manipulation 
systems and intelligent robotics programs, are meant for 
interactive or real-time use. In such situations long 
pauses for garbage collection may be annoying if not 
intolerable. As an example, an average MACSYMA [2] job 
running interactively in a MacLISP on a Digital Equip- 
ment Corp. PDP-10 computer [4] contains approximately 
50,000 to 70,000 36-bit words of list data, and a garbage 
collection typically takes 1500 to 3000 msec of run time 
(about two to five t imes that much real time under day- 
time time-sharing loads). Similarly, Conrad [3] notes 
that an ECL program with 80,000 36-bit words of data 
may take 3000 to 6000 msec of runtime for a garbage 
collection. It is difficult for an interactive or real-time 
list processing program to provide adequate service 
when it must frequently suspend operations for several 
seconds in order to garbage collect. This problem grows 
increasingly worse as large interactive list processing 
systems grow ever larger. 

This problem can be alleviated by building faster 
processors, of course, but this will go only so far. Even 
if a garbage collector is microprogrammed into the list 
processing computer it will still have to suspend list 
processing operations for some interval while garbage 
collection takes place. If the garbage collection tech- 
nique is to be retained, then the only way to avoid this 
suspension of operations is to introduce parallelism; 
that is, to garbage collect while list operations are 
going on. (Knuth credits this idea to M. Minsky [10, 
exercise 2.3.5-12].) Note that parallelism does not 
necessarily imply simultaneity; that is, garbage collec- 
tion could occur, for example, during keyboard input, 
as long as the garbage collection could be suspended on 
short notice in order to perform list processing on the 
input and later resumed without losing all the previous 
expended effort. The simplest case would be to time- 
share one processor between list processing and garbage 
collection, doing the garbage collection during key- 
board input or at intervals scheduled by a clock. This 
would alleviate or eliminate the "embarrassing pause" 
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problem, but would afford no net speedup; indeed it 
would introduce the overhead of context switching. 
Another method would be to have two processors, one 
for each purpose; in this case list processing and garbage 
collection could be simultaneous, with each running 
continuously. More complex arrangements could be 
imagined, such as one in which processors are allocated 
dynamically to garbage collection or to list processing 
as real-time needs dictate. 

Parallel garbage collection could also be practical 
even if the spreading-out effect is not required. Typical 
large LISP jobs may spend from 10 to 40 percent of their 
time in garbage collection; running garbage collection 
in parallel could cut the total real time for a given task 
by close to this amount, without requiring the user to 
plan explicitly for parallelism. (Since the costs of cPus 
have been dropping steadily, it would be practical to 
devote one processor to garbage collection even if it 
would be idle part of the time, as the above figures 
imply. Again, dynamic processor allocation could be 
used instead.) 

Unfortunately the concept of parallel garbage collec- 
tion raises yet more problems. The garbage collection 
processor can not assume that the list data will stay put 
while it determines which cells are no longer accessible; 
it must reclaim discarded cells even while the list proces- 
sor uses them up again. Furthermore, if it is desired 
that the garbage collector relocate and compactify the 
list data (e.g. to improve virtual memory swapping 
performance), then even more serious synchronization 
problems must be solved, for a garbage collection 
processor cannot simply copy a cell elsewhere and 
reclaim it while a list processor may be operating on it. 

Here we will concern ourselves with only the simple 
case of one list processor and one garbage collection 
processor. The necessary algorithms for both compac- 
tifying and noncompactifying garbage collection will be 
developed, as well as necessary modifications to the 
standard list processing primitives. The synchronization 
issues will be developed in detail. (Note: the various 
algorithms will be expressed in a language which is 
essentially Algol-like, but which contains the modes and 
data structures of the ECL language [21, 22]. Further- 
more, LISP terminology will be used for many of the 
standard list processing concepts and operations. This 
strange combination is intended to maximize the pro- 
duct of readability, consistency, and convenience for the 
reader, since no one standard language currently em- 
bodies all the necessary concepts in a convenient form. 
An explanation of features borrowed from ECL is in the 
Appendix.) 

2. The Database  

Before we can proceed to a discussion of the various 
algorithms we must define the form of the data on which 
the processors are to operate. Informally, this is to 
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consist of a collection of list cells, as in LISP, each of 
which may contain pointers to other cells, organized 
into sets called spaces; we will also need pushdown lists 
for temporary storage and recursion, and semaphores 
for interprocessor communication. 

More formally, let us define a space to be an ordered 
sequence of objects. Each object within a given space is 
the same in form as any other object, i.e. spaces are 
homogeneous. (The case of inhomogeneous spaces, or 
heaps, will be dealt with briefly in Section 7.) A space 
also has associated with it two pointers, called freelist 
and lastfree, which respectively point to the first and 
last objects in a linked chain of available cells within 
that space. Thefreesem and sweepindex components are 
used for synchronization and will be discussed later? 

space :: ptr(struct(freesem : semaphore, freelist : pointer, 
sweepindex: int ; 

last free: pointer, cells: seq(object) ) ) ; 

Let semaphores be as defined by Dijkstra [5], for 
communication between the list processor and the 
garbage collection processor, and let semaphore be a 
primitive data type. 

Let an object be a structure containing three com- 
ponents: an ordered sequence of pointers, and two bits 
called the mark bit and the flag bit. (In practice an 
object might contain other data as well, such as integers 
or characters, but we shall ignore that consideration 
here.) 

object :: struct(ptrs : seq(pointer), mark: bool, 
flag: bool); 

Let a pointer be a structure containing two compo- 
nents: a space indicator and an integer which must be a 
valid index within that space's sequence of objects. Thus 
a pointer identifies a particular object within a space. 
Note that from the pointer one can also identify the 
space itself. 

pointer :: struct(spc : oneof(space, pdl) , adr : int) ; 

Let nil be a distinguished pointer which points to no 
actual object, and which by convention is used to ter- 
minate linked lists. 

It will be convenient to define two functions for 
manipulating pointers, one to create them and one to 
follow them. The function address, given a space and 
an index within that space, creates a pointer to the 
object within the space with the specified index. The 
function contents, given a pointer, " re turns"  the object 
specified by the pointer. This quantity can be sub- 
scripted to select components  of the object; e.g. 
contents(x).ptrs[1] takes a pointer x and yields the pointer 
contained in the first component  of  the specified object. 

contents ~-- expr(x:  pointer; oneof(object, pdlobject) ) 
(x.spc.cells[x.adr]) ; 

address ~-- expr(s: oneof(space, pdl),j: int; pointer) 
(const(pointer of s, j )) ;  

Let a pdl (pushdown list, or stack) be a structure 
containing a sequence of pdlobjects, and an integer 
called the pdl index which must be a valid index within 
the sequence. A pdlobject in turn is a structure contain- 
ing a pointer and a pdlmark bit. This is intended to work 
as the usual stack; subroutines for pushing things onto 
the pdl and popping them off will be defined later. For  
some purposes a pdl is a kind of space; for example, a 
pointer may point to a pdlobject rather than an ordinary 
object. The pdlsem component  is used for synchroniza- 
tion and will be discussed later. 

pdl :: ptr(struct(pdlsem : semaphore, index: int, 
gcdone : bool, cells: seq(pdlobject) ) ) ; 

pdlobject :: struct(ptr: pointer, pdlmark: bool) ; 

An object is said to be accessible if one of the follow- 
ing three conditions holds for it: 
(1) It  is in a distinguished space called rootspace. This is 

intended to correspond to the notion of "special 
value cells" or the "oblist"  in LISP; that is, rootspace 
is a set of cells containing pointers to all directly 
accessible objects, such as constant structures and 
values of variables. 

(2) A pointer to it i s in  the j th  cell of a distinguished pdl 
called the listpdl, and the pdl index of the listpdl is 
greater than or equal to j .  These represent tem- 
porary results of computat ions and values of local 
variables. 

(3) A pointer to it is in some other accessible object. 
Thus it is accessible because a chain of pointers 
extends to it f rom an object directly accessible by 
virtue of conditions (1) or (2). 

3. The Processors 

The database is operated upon by two processors, 
the list processor and the garbage collection processor 
(hereafter called the gc processor). Each processor has a 
pdl associated with it, called respectively the listpdl and 
the gcpdl. The listpdl is used by the list processor for 
manipulation of list structure, for temporary variables 
(such as local variables for LISP functions), and for 
passing of arguments to functions. The gcpdl is used by 
the gc processor for the recursive tracing and marking of 
accessible list structure. 

Each processor may perform almost any computa- 
tion unrelated to the list cell database (e.g. arithmetic 
computation) ; each is presumed able to handle looping 
and recursive control structures and recursive passing of 
nonpointer arguments. Each has internal registers which 
may be used as temporaries;  neither processor can 

1 The use of the ptr construct in the definition of space indicates 
that a space is really an ECL pointer to a space structure (see the 
Appendix). Thus other structures containing a space will not con- 
tain a copy of the entire space structure, but only the "address" of 
the space structure, so to speak. This kind of ptr is not to be con- 
fused with the pointer data structure defined below. 
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examine the other's registers, however, and thus the list 
processor may not assume that an object is safe from 
reclamation just because one of its internal registers 
contains a pointer to that object. 

All spaces, pdls, objects, pointers, and semaphores 
can be operated on by either processor. We shall also 
assume that in the description of the algorithms any 
variables which are declared to be local are accessible 
only to the processor executing the algorithm, but that 
global variables are accessible to either processor. 

In order for the two processors to cooperate, some 
restrictions must be placed on their operation. Under 
normal conditions the list processor will access and 
modify only accessible cells, and will only modify the 
mark and flag bits under special conditions. It will be 
assumed for each processor that examination of or 
assignment to a simple datum is an operation relatively 
continuous (i.e. indivisible) with respect to the other 
processor, where a simple da tum is one of type int, bool, 

or symbol .  2 Examination of or assignment to a more 
complex object is not relatively continuous with respect 
to the other processor and therefore must be done cir- 
cumspectly. All other operations are assumed to be 
totally asynchronous unless specially synchronized. 

For  synchronization purposes we shall assume the 
P and V semaphore primitives defined by Dijkstra [5]. 
Furthermore it will be convenient to define a pair of 
more complex synchronization operators in terms of the 
P and V primitives. These will be used to give a proces- 
sor exclusive access to a single object in some space 
without having to lock the entire space or having to 
associate a semaphore with each object. 

munch ~-- expr(x: pointer) 
begin 

P (munchsemaphore) ; 
while x = munchreg[him] do nothing; 
munchreg[me] ~-- x; 
V (munchsemaphore) ; 

end; 

unmunch ~-- expr0 
munchreg[me] *-- nullmunchpobtter; 

The pseudovariable me refers to the processor executing 
the function, and him to the other processor. The idea 
here is that each processor has a global "munch regis- 
ter" which contains a pointer to the object to which the 
processor desires exclusive access. If the other processor 
tries to munch the object before the first processor 
unmunches  it, then the other processor will loop (or 
hang) until it can munch  it? (In practice such a mecha- 

2 The algorithms described later will depend quite heavily on 
this implicit synchronization function on variable access. This is not 
quite "nice" in some formal sense, and is not usually done-in the 
literature on synchronization. In practice, however, the memories 
of multiprocessing systems do have this characteristic, and the 
purpose of this paper is to indicate a practical method of imple- 
mentation. It would not be difficult to "clean up" the code by in- 
troducing extra semaphores. 

The munch operator as written above particularly depends on 
the implicit access synchronization mentioned before. 

nism could be implemented with two hardware registers 
and some simple logic in a manner which would cost 
little time unless a conflict occurred, a fairly infrequent 
event, one would hope.) The usefulness of these opera- 
tors will become more apparent in Sections 5 and 6. 

4. Techniques and Difficulties 

At this point we must consider more fully the diffi- 
culties which arise when list processing is concurrent 
with garbage collection. The most serious of these 
difficulties is that of relocating objects within a space 
when the list processor may be operating on those 
objects. In order to solve this we adopt the following 
convention: 

If an accessible object's flag bit is true, then that ob- 
ject has been relocated, and the first pointer compo- 
nent of the object contains the new address of the 
object. 

That is, the flag bit serves as an indirection marker. This 
is the key principle which allows the garbage collector 
to relocate cells under the feet, so to speak, of the list 
processor. This condition will be true only during the 
relocate and update phases; but when the gc processor 
is in these phases, then the list processor must be aware 
of this fact. During the relocate and update phases, if 
the list processor is about to operate on an object which 
may have been relocated, it must first check the flag bit 
of that object and fetch its first pointer component if the 
flag bit is true. We shall call this operation normal izat ion 

of a pointer, and introduce a standard function for the 
purpose : 

normalize ~ expr(x: pohlter; po#tter) 
begin 

comment Any function which calls normalize must first per- 
form a P(gcstatesem) ; 

if (gcstate= "relocate" or gcstate = "update") 
and contents(x).flag 

then contents(x).ptrs[1] 
else x; 

end; 

These conventions handle the static case where an 
object has already been relocated. However, it does no t  
cover all possible occurrences of dynamic interference 
during the relocation of the cell itself. In order to inter- 
lock the processors correctly, it is necessary for the re- 
location phase to munch  an object before relocating it, 
and for the list processor to munch  it before accessing or 
modifying its components. Furthermore, it is necessary 
to keep the garbage collector from shifting from one 
phase to another while the list processor is trying to 
determine what phase it is in. In order to do this we 
introduce two global variables, gcs ta tesem and gcstate.  
The former is a semaphore controlling access to the 
latter, which in turn has as its vMue one of the symbols 
" m a r k " ,  "re locate" ,  "update" ,  "rec la im",  or ".e". The 
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gc processor generally alters .the value of ges ta te  only 
through the function se tgcs ta te .  

setgcstate ~-- expr(state: symbol) 
begin 

P(gcstatesem) ; 
gestate ~ state; 
V (gcstatesem) ; 

end; 

Thus the list processor need only execute P(g cs ta t e sem)  
in order to keep the gc processor f rom changing phases. 

Another difficult problem is that of creating new 
objects from a freelist of available cells. The problem is 
twofold: first, as new objects are created, the mark  
phase must know that they are now accessible; second, 
during the reclaim phase, discarded cells must be added 
to the freelist without interfering for any length of time 
with the ability of the list processor to use the freelist for 
object creation. The solution to the first part  is that the 
list processor, when creating a new object, must be 
aware of whether the gc processor is in the mark  phase, 
and if so, ensure that correct action is taken. The solu- 
tion to the second part  is to use semaphores to interlock 
access to freelists, and to arrange for a freelist to be 
locked as little as possible. This is easier if we keep a 
pointer to the last cell of the freelist and have the gc 
processor append new cells to the end of the freelist 
while the list processor extracts cells from the beginning. 
In this way a freelist need only be interlocked with a 
semaphore if reduced to one cell in length, which would 
happen very seldom in practice. 

Another difficulty arises if the list processor is per- 
mitted to arbitrarily modify pointer components  of 
accessible objects to point to other accessible objects. 
This problem has many aspects. For  example, suppose 
that an object has already been marked, and then its 
second pointer component  is altered to point to an un- 
marked object, and finally all pointers to the unmarked 
object except the one in the marked object are erased. 
Unless special action is taken, the unmarked object will 
remain unmarked, and will be reclaimed as a discarded 
cell even though it is accessible. Therefore we impose 
another key rule: 

I f  the list processor, during the garbage collector's 
mark  phase, replaces a component  of  a marked object 
with a pointer to an unmarked object, then it must 
ensure that the garbage collector reexamines the 
marked object. 

Similarly, suppose that the gc processor is about  to 
update a pointer in object a which points to relocated 
object b, whose new location is b'. Then the following 
sequence of events could occur: (1) The gc processor 
fetches the pointer to b f rom object a; (2) The list 
processor modifies the component  pointing at b to point 
to object d; (3) The gc processor, in trying to normalize 
the component,  modifies it to point to b'. Thus the 
component  modification by the list processor could be 

Table I. Meanings of Mark and Flag Bits 

Mark bit false false true 
Flag bit false true false 

Mark Cell not yet (Does not oc- Cell seen by 
phase seen by mark cur during mark and 

and trace mark phase.) trace routine. 
routine. Cell is there- 

fore accessible. 

Relocate Discarded Relocated Accessible 
phase cell. May be cell. First cell. May be 

used to re- pointer com- relocated into 
locate an ac- ponent indi- new place 
cessible ob- cates new if  necessary. 
ject into if  location, 
necessary. 

Update  Discarded Relocated Accessible 
phase cell. Ignored cell. Ignored cell. Pointer 

by update by update components 
phase, phase, may need to 

be normalized. 

true 
true 

Cell on 
freelist. 
Should not 
be seen by 
mark and 
trace rou- 
tine. 

Cell on 
freelist. 
Ignored by 
relocate 
phase. 

Cell on 
freelist. Ig- 
nored by 
update 
phase. 

Reclaim Discarded Relocated Accessible Cell on 
phase cell. May be cell, now dis- cell. Ignored freelist. Ig- 

returned to carded. May by reclaim nored by 
freelist, be returned phase, reclaim 

to freelist, phase. 

lost totally. In this situation the munch  operator must 
be used by both processors to interlock modifications 
to object a. 

A final synchronization problem is the use of the two 
pdls by each processor. Neither processor may push or 
pop things on a pdl while the other is doing so, for the 
pdl index could be inconsistent during such an opera- 
tion. Furthermore,  the list processor depends on the fact 
that items on the l istpdl are accessible, and so the gc 
processor must be able to determine dynamically what 
objects are accessible f rom the l is tpdl  even while the list 
processor is pushing and popping items. These problems 
can be resolved by associating a semaphore with each 
pdl, and using the fact that one can munch  pdlobjects as 
well as ordinary objects. 

5. The Garbage Collection Algorithms 

The mark  and flag bits determine the current status 
of a given object with respect to a phase of the garbage 
collector. In general, if both bits are f a l s e ,  then the ob- 
ject has been discarded and is therefore available. If  the 
mark  bit is true, then the object is accessible; if the flag 
bit is true, then the object has been relocated. The case 
where both mark  and flag bits are true will mean that the 
object is on the freelist for its space; we may do this since 
accessible cells will never have both bits set at once. The 
most complex part  of the garbage collection process is 
updating these bits correctly as the status of an object 
changes. Table I summarizes the meanings of these bits. 

The basic structure of the garbage collection process 
is straightforward; the four phases are repeatedly exe- 
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cuted in sequence.  I f  for some reason a noncompac t i fy -  
ing garbage  col lect ion is desi red (which reason could  be 
c o m p u t e d  on the basis of  such fac tors  as whether  some 
freelist  is get t ing dangerous ly  shor t  when the m a r k  
phase has jus t  been comple ted) ,  then the re locate  and 
upda te  phases  can s imply be skipped.  

gc ~-- expr0 
while true do 

begin 
gcmark O ; 
if compactify then 

begin 
gerelocate 0 ; 
gcupdateO ; 

end; 
gcreclaimO ; 

end; 

A t  this po in t  we need some pr imi t ives  for man ipu la t -  
ing the gcpdl ,  namely  funct ions  to  push i tems on to  the 
top  and to pop  t hem back  off. The  funct ion  g c p u s h  

receives an a r g u m e n t  and  pushes it;  the funct ion  g c p o p  

pops  an i tem and  re turns  it as its value.  Each  uses the 
s emaphore  g c p d l . p d l s e m  so tha t  each processor  may  use 
the gcpdl  wi thou t  interference f rom the other .  

gcpush ,-- expr(x: pointer) 
begin 

P ( gc pdl. pdlse m ) ; 
gcpdl.index *--- gcpdl.index q- 1; 
gcpdl.cells[gcpdl.index] *-- x; 
V (gcpdl.pdlsem) ; 

end; 

gcpop ~-- expr(; pointer) 
begin 

P(gcpdl.pdlsem) ; 
deci result: pointer byval gcpdl.eells[gcpdl.index].ptr; 
gcpdl.index ~- gcpdl.index -- 1; 
V (gcpdl.pdlsem) ; 
result; 

end; 

The m a r k  phase of  the garbage  col lector  ( g c m a r k )  

uses a s imple recursive t r a c e - a n d - m a r k  me thod  for  find- 
ing all accessible ceils. (The D e u t s c h - S c h o r r - W a i t e  
me thod  of  using reversed po in te rs  in the objects  them-  
selves as a s tack  [18; I0, p. 417] is no t  a p p r o p r i a t e  for  
use here because  it would  render  the objects  unusab le  
to  the list p rocessor  dur ing  the trace.  4) The  g c m a r k  

rou t ine  s imply pushes a po in te r  to each objec t  in root -  

space  in tu rn  and  calls a recursive t race rou t ine  
( g c m a r k l )  to t race  ou t  each list. Al l  objects  po in ted  to  
by the l i s tpdl  are also t raced  and  m a r k e d ;  the p d l s e m  

is used to keep the l i s tpdl  fixed while the gc p rocessor  
de te rmines  whether  or  no t  all  objects  have been marked .  
The  flag l i s tpd l .gcdone  is used to  signal  the list p rocessor  

4 Richard Greenblatt has described to the author a hardware 
garbage collector for the PDP-6 once planned years ago, but un- 
fortunately never built, at the MIT AI Lab, which would time-share 
with an applications program, and use the Deutsch-Schorr-Waite 
algorithm; the hardware would quickly unreverse all reversed 
pointers when switching back to list processing, then re-reverse 
them on resumption of garbage collection. 

tha t  the gc processor  has  f inished m a r k i n g  f rom the 
l is tpdl ,  so tha t  if  poin ters  to  o ther  objects  are  subse-  
quent ly  pu t  on the l is tpdl ,  the list processor  will ensure 
tha t  the gc processor  will m a r k  and  t race  them also, 
before  the gc processor  leaves the m a r k  phase.  The  last  
l oop  in the  m a r k  phase  ensures  tha t  every th ing  has  been 
marked ,  using g c s t a t e s e m  to lock  out  the list p rocessor ;  
if the list p rocessor  has  got ten  an i tem on to  the gcpdl ,  
it  mus t  be m a r k e d  and  the test  re tr ied.  (In prac t ice  this  
would  h a p p e n  a few t imes  at  most ,  because  the list 
p rocessor  puts  an i tem on the gcpdl  only  if  it  is un- 
marked ,  or, if it  is a freshly c rea ted  object ,  only  if some 
c o m p o n e n t  is u n m a r k e d  [see the func t ion  crea t e  below] ; 
bu t  this  is unl ikely  at  the end of  the m a r k  phase.)  

gcmark *-- expr0 
begin 

setgestate("mark") ; 
comment Mark from all objects in rootspace. ; 
for j from 1 to length(rootspace) do 

begin 
gcpush(address(rootspace, j) ) ; 
gcmark l O ; 

end; 
comment Mark from all listpdl slots in use. A semaphore is 

used because the number of slots in use is a function of time 
as the list processor pushes and pops things. The pdlmark 
for each slot is explicitly set to true rather than letting 
gcmarkl  do it because it must be set before releasing the 
semaphore, and the semaphore must be released so as to 
block the list processor only minimally (see push).; 

for j from 1 until 
begin 

P (listpdl.pdlsem) ; 
j > listpdl.index; 

end 
do begin 

gcpush(listpdl.cells[j].ptr) ; 
listpdl.cells[j].pdlmark *-- true; 
V (listpdl.pdlsem) ; 
gcmark l O ; 

end; 
comment Set a switch to tell the push function we are done 

marking from the listpdl. ; 
listpdl.gcdone *--true; 
V (listpdl.pdlsem) ; 
P (gcstatesem) ; 
comment We would like to terminate the mark phase, but the 

push or clobber functions may have pushed something. ; 
until gcpdl.index = 0 do 

begin 
V (gcstatesem) ; 
gcmark l O ; 
P (gcstatesern) ; 

end; 
comment It is safe to leave the mark phase now. However, we 

are not yet sure which phase we are going into (relocate or 
reclaim), so we will just temporarily let the state be "in- 
determinate." ; 

gestate ~-- "~"; 
listpdl.gcdone ~-- false; 
V (gcstatesem) ; 

end; 

gcmarkl  *-- expr0 
while gcpdl.index > 0 do 
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begin 
decl x: pointer byval gcpopO; 
comment A pdlobject has to be handled a little bit spe- 

cially. ; 
i f  x .spc = listpdl then 

begin 
contents(x).pdlmark ~-- true; 
x ~-- contents(x).ptr; 

end; 
comment Using the gcpdl as a stack, "recursively" mark 

objects accessible from the current one, unless the current 
one has been marked already. ; 

ff not contents(x).mark then 
begin 

munch(x) ; 
for j from 1 to length(contents(x).ptrs) do 

gcpush(contents(x) .ptrs[j]) ; 
contents(x).mark ~-- true; 
unmunchO; 

end; 
end; 

The next phase of the garbage collector is responsible 
for relocating objects. As mentioned in Section 1, the 
motivation for relocation is primarily the reduction of 
the size of  the working set in a virtual memory  system. 
I f  one envisions LISP systems with addresses of  24 bits or 
more [7], relocation is absolutely necessary to prevent 
eventual thrashing. There are three main techniques 
which might be used. The first is the "copying" method, 
in which the garbage collector creates a second area for 
each space to be compactified, and copies all structure 
f rom the old area to the new one [14, 6]; this is used, for 
example, in the Multics implementation of MacLIsP 
[15]. This technique could be used here, but is intended 
for large virtual memory systems, and tends to require 
much extra memory  space for the copying• Further- 
more, it is difficult, though not impossible, to adapt  this 
technique to the present situation, in which new objects 
may need  to be created while old ones are being re- 
located• The second method is the "sliding" method, in 
which the garbage collector slides all objects to one end 
of the space without altering their relative order [3, 20]; 
this technique is suited to applications involving heaps 
of  odd sized objects, but will not do for our present 
purposes, because it requires the destruction of occupied 
cells before all pointers to them have been updated. The 
third technique is the " two-pointer"  scheme, in which 
for each space the garbage collector uses two pointers, 
one sweeping up f rom the bot tom and one down from 
the top. When the former reaches a discarded cell and 
the latter an accessible object, the object is relocated 
into the empty cell; the process terminates when the 
pointers meet [8; 17; 10, exercise 2.3.5-9]. Furthermore,  
this technique aids pointer updating because the evac- 
uated cell can hold a pointer to the object's new loca- 
tion, which is precisely what we need; moreover the 
two-pointer scheme is simple to describe and implement. 
Therefore we will use the two-pointer technique here, 
recognizing that other schemes could possibly be 
adopted instead. 

Originally the two-pointer scheme made freelists 

unnecessary, but we will find it necessary to retain the 
freelist so that the list processor can create new objects 
during the relocation phase• Thus our relocation tech- 
nique here will never produce a completely contiguous 
storage region at any one instant of time, but will, we 
hope, keep the working set down to a reasonable size. 

Just before an object is relocated to a new cell, its 
current location has its mark  bit t r u e  and its flag bit 

f a l s e ;  these bits are each inverted to indicate the reloca- 
tion. The new location has its mark  bit set to t r u e  and its 
flag bit t o  f a l s e  so that the reclaim phase will realize that 
the new location contains an accessible object• The first 
pointer component  of the old location is altered to point 
to the new location• (Implementation note: in practice 
an object might contain no pointers, but might contain 
other data, such as integers or characters; as long as the 
object contained enough room for a pointer, the data in 
the old location could be overlaid with a pointer to the 
new location• Unfortunately this idea is difficult, if not 
impossible, to express in ECL and most other machine- 
independent high-level languages.) Note the use of the 
m u n c h  operator to interlock the alterations with respect 
to the list processor. 

gcrelocate ~-- exprO 
begin 

setgcstate("relocate") ; 
relocate(space l) ; 
relocate(space2) ; 

relocate(spacen) ; 
end; 

It  is not necessary to relocate r o o t s p a c e ,  since all 
objects in it are always marked anyway. 

relocate ~-- expr(s: space) 
begin 

declj: int hyval 07 
decl k: int byval length(s.cells) + 1; 
comment Sweep j from the low end and k from the high end 

until they meet in the middle somewhere. ; 
while (j  ~---j + 1) < (k ~-- k - 1) do 

begin 
comment Advance j upward to the lowest unmarked cell 

(or until k is reached). ; 
whilej < k and s.cells[j].mark do 

j ~---j + 1; 
comment Advance k downward to the highest marked 

cell (or until j is reached). ; 
until k _< j" or (s.cells[k].mark and not s.cells[j].flag) do 

k ~ - k -  1; 
f f j  < k then 

begin 
comment Relocate an object. ; 
s.cells[j] ~-- s.cells[k]; 
s.cells[j].mark ~-- true; 
munch(address(s, k ) ) ; 
s.cells[k].mark ~-- false; 
s.cells[k].flag ~-- true; 
s.cells[k]•ptrs[ l] *-- address(s, j) ; 
unmunchO ; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
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The update phase of the garbage collector is quite 
straightforward: it sweeps over each space, including 
roo t space ,  and normalizes all pointers in accessible 
objects. It  must also normalize all pointers on the 
listpdl. 

gcupdate ~-- expr0 
begin 

setgcstate("update") ; 
update(rootspace) ; 
update(space1) ; 
update(space2) ; 

update(spacen) ; 
pdlupdateO ; 

end; 

update ~-- expr(s: space) 
begin 

forj from 1 to [ength(s.cells) do 
if s.ce//s[j].mark and not s.cel/s[/].flag then 

for k from 1 to length(s.ce/ls[j].ptrs) do 
begin 

munch (address(s, j) ) ; 
if contents(s.cells[j].ptrs[k]).flag then 

s.cells[j].ptrs[k ] *-- 
contents(s.cells[j].ptrs[k ]) .ptrs[ l] ; 

unmunchO; 
end; 

end; 

pdlupdate ~-- expr0 
begin 

forj from 1 until j > listpdl.index do 
begin 

munch (address(listpdl, j) ) ; 
if contents(listpdl.cells[j], ptr).flag then 

listpdl.cells[j] ~- 
contents(listpdl.cells[j]) .ptrs[1]; 

unmunch 0 ; 
end; 

end; 

The reclaim phase of the garbage collector sweeps 
over all spaces except roo t spaee ,  searching for discarded 
objects (mark b i t  f a l s e )  ; each has its mark  and flag bits 
both set to t rue  and then is appended to the end of the 
freelist for its space. Cells having the mark  bit t rue  and 
flag bi t  f a l s e  (accessible cells) have their mark  bits reset 
to f a l s e  in preparation for the next garbage collection 
cycle. Cells with mark  and flag bits both t rue  are already 
on the freelist and so are ignored. All mark  bits in 
r o o t s p a c e  and all p d l m a r k  bits in the l i s tpdl  are also reset 
for the next gc cycle. The s w e e p i n d e x  component  of the 
space is updated so that the crea te  function can set 
the mark  bit of a newly created object correctly. These 
components  are initialized just before entering the re- 
claim phase proper (as reflected by g c s t a t e ) .  

gcreclaim ~-- expr0 
begin 

spacel.sweepindex ~-- 0; 
space2.sweepindex ~-- 0; 
• • . 

spacen.sweepindex ~-- 0; 

502 

set gcstate( " reclaim") ; 
reclaim (spacel) ; 
reclaim (space2) ; 

reclaim (spacen) ; 
for j from 1 to length(rootspace.cells) do 

rootspace.cells[j].mark ~ false; 
forj from 1 to length(listpdl.cells) do 

listpdl.cells[]].pdlmark ~-- false; 
end; 

reclaim *-- expr(s: space) 
for j from 1 to length(s.cells) do 

begin 
s.sweepindex ~-- j; 
munch(address(s, j) ) ; 
if not s.cells[j].mark then 
begin 

comment If the mark bit is false then the cell either is 
inaccessible (flag bit .false) or has been relocated (flag 
bit true), and so we may reclaim it. ; 

s.cells[j].mark ~-- true; 
s.cells[j].flag ~ true; 
s.cells[j].ptrs[ l] ~ nil; 
P (s.freesem) ; 
if s.lastfree = nil then 

s.freelist ~-- address(s, j) 
else contents(s.lastfree).ptrs[ l] ~-- address(s, j) ; 
s.lastfree ~ address(s, j) ; 
V (s.freesem) ; 

end 
else if  not s.cells[j].flag then 

s.cellsLl'].mark +-- false; 
unmunchO ; 

end; 

6.  T h e  L i s t  P r o c e s s i n g  P r i m i t i v e s  

The list processor, in order to accomplish its work, 
requires a minimal set of primitives for list manipula- 
tion; the other operations may be defined in terms of 
this minimal set. We shall need primitives for creation of 
new objects f rom the list of available cells (the cons  

function of LISP), for selection of components  of objects 
(car  and cdr) ,  for alteration of components  ( rp laca  and 
rp lacd) ,  for determination of which space an object 
belongs to ( a t o m ) ,  and for comparison of pointers for 
identity (eq) .  We shall also need operations on the 
listpdl, not only the standard pushing and popping 
functions but also some for random access; these will be 
helpful for defining composite functions in terms of the 
primitives• 

The argument passing convention for list processing 
primitives should be familiar to those who have worked 
with LISP compilers or similar programs: pointer argu- 
ments are passed on the listpdl, with the last argument  
on top; a pointer result is returned on top of the listpdl. 
We will not  concern ourselves with how nonpointer  
arguments or results are handled, but will leave that  to 
the underlying host language (the examples below will 
make this clear). 

The p u s h  and p o p  functions operate in the usual 
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manner on the listpdl, with some extra interlocks. The 
two main features of p u s h  are that it normalizes its 
argument (which is not passed on the pdl [!] but rather 
via the "host language mechanism," and so may be 
called only from some other primitive appropriately 
interlocked with the gc processor), using m u n c h  to 
prevent the gc processor from trying to update its 
contents; and that it explicitly pushes the address of the 
pdl cell onto the gcpdl if the gc processor is marking 
and has passed that point on the pdl. (This should not 
happen often, since the gc processor marks from the 
listpdl last.) Note that it pushes the address of the pdl 
cell, and not its pointer argument, since the argument is 
likely to be popped again soon and possibly discarded, 
whereas the pdl cell is likely to have something worth 
looking at when the gc processor gets around to examin- 
ing it. There is a special check in g c m a r k l  for this case. 

push ~-- expr(x: pointer) 
begin 

P (listpdl.pdlsem) ; 
listpdl.index ,-- listpdl.index + 1; 
munch(address(listpdl, listpdl.index) ) ; 
listpdl.cells[fistpdl.index].ptr ~-- normalize(x); 
unmunchO ; 
i f  gestate = "mark" and 

listpdl.gcdone and 
listpdl.cells[listpdl.index].pdlmark and 
not contents(x).mark then 
begin 

listpdl.cells[listpdl.index].pdlmark ~-.false; 
gcpush(address(listpdl, listpdl.index) ) ; 

end; 
V (listpdl.pdlsem) ; 

end; 

The p o p  function pops an item from the listpdl and 
returns it (via the host language return mechanism!). 

pop ,-- expr(; poblter) 
begin 

P (listpdl.pdlsem) ; 
decl result: pointer byval 

listpdl.cells[listpdl.index].ptr; 
listpdl.index ~ listpdl.index - 1; 
V (listpdl.pdlsem) ; 
result; 

end; 

The p u s h  and p o p  functions may only be used by 
primitives which have already locked g c s t a t e s e m .  For 
the benefit of programs which want to push and pop 
items, we define p u s h i t e m  and p o p i t e m ,  which merely 
make calls to p u s h  and p o p  with locking of g c s t a t e s e m  

around them. Note that p o p i t e m  merely throws the 
result of p o p  away, since there must be a g c s t a t e s e m  

interlock around the passing of "loose pointers" 
through the host language mechanism. By the same 
token, it is only safe to use p u s h i t e m  on pointers to 
objects in r o o t s p a c e ,  since only such objects are never 
relocated or reclaimed. 

pushitem ~- expr(x: pointer) 
begin 

P(gcstatesem) ; 

push(x) ; 
v(gcstatesem) ; 

end; 

popitem ~-- expr 0 
begin 

P (gcstatesem) ; 
pop(); 
V (gcstatesem) ; 

end; 

The generalized object creation function ( c rea te )  

receives a space s and a number n; there should be n 
pointer arguments on top of the listpdl, and objects in 
space s should each contain n pointer components. The 
crea te  function extracts an available cell from the freelist 
of space s, resets the mark and flag bits appropriately, 
installs its pointer arguments as components of the new 
object, and returns a pointer to the new object on top of 
the listpdl. 

create ~-- expr(s: space, n: htt) 
begin 

while s.freelist = nil do nothing; 
P (gcstatesem) ; 
decl newcelh pohzter byval s.freelist; 
decl sw: bool byval gcstate = "reclaim" 

and s.freelist = s.lastfree; 
if sw then P(s.freesem) ; 
s.freelist ~-- contents(newcell).ptrs[ l]; 
if s.freelist = nil then s. lastfree ~ nil; 
if sw then V (s.freesem) ; 
munch(newcell) ; 
comment If the reclaim phase has swept past newcell, then 

we must initialize the mark bit to false instead of true. ; 
deel newmark : bool byval 

if gestate = "reclaim" 
then s.sweepindex < newcell.adr 
else true; 

comment The determination for the value for newmark here 
is primarily a heuristic to prevent a kind of thrashing near 
the end of the mark phase caused by pushing many newly 
created objects onto the listpdl. ; 

for j from n by - l t o  ldo 
begin 

deel x: pointer byval pop(); 
if  gestate = "update" then x ~ normalize(x) ; 
contents(newcell).ptrs[j] ~-- x; 
if gestate = "mark" then 

newmark ~-- newmark and contents(x).mark; 
end; 

comment Munch the new celt while we change the mark and 
flag bits. ; 

contents(newcell).mark *-- newmark; 
contents(newcell).flag ~-- false; 
unmunchO ; 
push(newcell) ; 
V (gcstatesem) ; 

end; 

First, crea te  checks the freelist for an available cell; if 
none is available, it loops until one is. (Instead of loop- 
ing, it might try to allocate some storage dynamically.) 
Then, like most of the primitives we will define, crea te  

locks g e s t a t e s e m  so the g c  processor will not switch 
from one phase to another. (It must not lock g e s t a t e s e m  

until after checking the freelist, or it might lock the 
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garbage collector out of the reclaim phase! Furthermore, 
once the freelist is nonempty, it will remain nonempty 
until the list processor extracts a cell from it.) If there is 
only one object on the freelist it is necessary to lock the 

freesem for the space s if the gc processor is in its reclaim 
phase; if the freelist is longer than that, then the gc 
processor will only operate on the tail of the list, and 
therefore no interlocking is necessary. After removing 
the cell from the freelist, create installs the supplied 
pointers as the components of the new object, while 
calculating a boolean value newmark. This is a heuristic 
for the case when the gc processor is in the mark phase. 
If  all the supplied pointers are already marked, then the 
gc processor is probably well into the mark phase, and 
the new cell probably will not be discarded before the 
mark phase finishes, so it might as well have its mark 
bit set to true, since doing so won't  prevent gcmarkl  
from seeing an unmarked but accessible object; but if 
some supplied pointer is not marked, then we may not 
immediately set the mark bit for the new object to true. 
Note that in the reclaim phase, the mark bit always 
being true prevents the reclaim phase from sweeping up 
the cell. Furthermore,  since the bits are both true until 
all components have been installed, the update phase 
will not molest the new cell; the pointers are also nor- 
malized during the update phase, so that is no worry. 
During the reclaim phase, it is necessary to decide 
whether the sweep has passed the new cell or not, be- 
cause if not, the mark bit must be set true so that the 
new object will not be reclaimed; and if so, it must 
be set false in preparation for the following mark 
phase. The sweepindex component of the space com- 
municates the necessary information; the use of 
munch in both create and reclaim prevents the reclaim 
sweep from passing in the midst of object creation. 

The function select takes a pointer on the listpdl and 
an integer j, and returns the j th  component of the 
specified object on the listpdl. It is necessary to munch 
the argument during the relocate phase, so that the 
argument may be normalized and the component ex- 
tracted without fear that the first component may be 
altered by relocation. 

select *-- expr(j:  int) 
begin 

P(gcstatesem) ; 
decl x:  pointer byval pop() ; 
if gcs ta t e=  "relocate" then munch(x) ; 
x ~ normalize(contents(normalize(x)), ptrs[j]); 
if gcstate = "relocate" then unmunchO ; 
push(x) ; 
V (gcstatesem) ; 

end; 

In order to modify components of objects, we have 
the primitive clobber. It takes two pointer arguments 
and an integer j ;  the j th  pointer component of the object 
pointed to by the first argument is replaced by the 
second argument. The object being modified is munched 
during the modification itself. The only other prob- 
lem occurs if the gc processor is marking, the first 

argument points to a marked object, and the second 
argument to an unmarked object; it is necessary to 
ensure that the gc processor eventually marks the second 
argument. The clobber function pills a trick similar to 
that of push: it does not put its second argument onto 
the gcpdl, but rather its first argument, turning off the 
mark bit of the first argument ! The rationale is similar: 
the object may be repeatedly modified, so that one may 
gain by doing it this way by avoiding many unnecessary 
pushes onto the gcpdl. In practice, one might distinguish 
two classes of objects, and clobber would push its first 
or its second argument onto the gcpdl as desired; value 
cells (cells holding values of LISP variables), for example, 
are likely to be clobbered repeatedly, but ordinary list 
cells not so often. 

clobber ~-- expr(j: htt) 
begin 

P (gcstatesem) ; 
de¢l y: pointer byval pop(); 
decl x: pointer byval pop() ; 
if gcstate = "update" then y ~-  normalize(y) ; 
munch(x) ; 
contents(normalize(x)).ptrs[j] ~-- y; 
unmunchO ; 
i f  gcs ta te= "mark" and 

contents(x) .mark and 
not contents(y).mark 
then begin 

contents(x).mark ~-- false; 
gcpush(x) ; 

end; 
V (gcstatesem) ; 

end; 

Determination of which space an object belongs to is 
quite straightforward, since objects are never relocated 
from one space to another; the space information is in 
the pointer itself. 

Comparison of pointers is fairly easy, but requires 
care in the case where the pointers are to the same object 
but one pointer is to the old lccation and the other to 
the relocated location. A munch operation guards 
against this possibility. 

identical *-- expr(;  bool) 
begin 

P (gcstatesem) ; 
decl x:  pointer byval pop(); 
deel y: pointer byval pop(); 
if  x.spc = y.spc and x.adr ~ y.adr then 

beg/n 
comment If  indeed x and  y are identical, then  m u n c h -  

ing x also munches  y dur ing normal izat ion.  If  not,  
we will re turn  false no mat ter  what  the  resul t  o f  nor-  
malizing, and  so it mat ters  no t  tha t  y is no t  munched .  ; 

munch(x) ; 
x ~ normalize(x) ; 
y ~ normalize(y) ; 
unmunc h O ; 

end; 
deci result: bool byval x.spc = y.spc and x.adr = y.adr; 
V (gcstatesem); 
result; 

end; 
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In order to define composite functions using the 
primitives defined thus far we will need two more primi- 
tives which will give us random access to pointers on the 
listpdl. Each takes an argument specifying which pointer 
to access. The argument, which should be nonpositive, 
is added to the pdl index to find the desired pointer; this 
allows specification of the pointer in terms of a dis- 
placement from the top of the pdl, generally the most 
convenient method. The function p d l g e t  fetches such a 
pointer and pushes it onto the top of the listpdl; p d l p u t  
pops a pointer and puts it into the specified slot in the 
listpdl. There are careful checks in p d l p u t  similar to 
those in p u s h  and c lobber  because of the pointer modifi- 
cation which o c c u r s ; p d l g e t  simply uses push .  Note that 
both functions calculate which pdl slot to examine or 
modify before performing the push or pop. 

pdlget ~-- expr(j: int) 
begin 

P (gcstatesem) ; 
push(normalize(listpdl.cells[listpdl.index + j]ptr) ) ; 
V (gcstatesem) ; 

end; 

pdlput ~-- expr(j: 010 
begin 

deel k: int byval listpdl.index + j; 
P(gcstatesem) ; 
deel x: pointer byval pop() ; 
munch(address(listpdl, k) ) ; 
if gcstate = "update" then x ~-- normalize(x) ; 
listpdl.cells[k], p tr  ~-- x; 
unmunchO ; 
if gcstate = "mark" and 

listpdl.cells[k].mark and 
not contents(x).mark 
then begin 

listpdl.cells[k].mark ~ false; 
gcpush (address(listpdl, k) ) ; 

end; 
V (gcstatesem) ; 

end; 

Now that we have defined a full set of list processing 
primitives, we may define, as an example, the standard 
LISP primitives. Let l i s t space  be a space of objects which 
each contain two pointers, and define atomic objects to 
be all objects, and only those objects, not in l i s l space .  

car  <-- expr0  ( s e l e c t ( I ) )  ; 

cdr  ~-- expr 0 ( s e l ec t (2 ) )  ; 

cons  ~-- expr0 ( c r ea t e  ( l i s t space ,  2)); 

rp laca  *-- expr0  ( c l o b b e r ( I ) )  ; 

r p l a c d  ~-- expr 0 ( c lobber (2 ) )  ; 

a t o m i c  *-- e x p r ( ;  b o o l ) ( p o p ( ) . s p c  # l i s t space )  ; 

a t o m  ~-- expr0 ( p u s h ( i f  a l o m i c O  then I else nil))  ; 

eq <--- expr0 ( p u s h ( i f  iden t ica l ( )  then t else ni l ) )  ; 

As a further example, here is a version of the LISP 
function equal ,  which recursively compares two list 
structures for equivalence. Two structures are con- 
sidered equivalent if they are the same structure, or if 

they are both lists and their cars and cdrs are respec- 
tively equivalent. First the function e q u a l  is expressed 
in LISP, and then in terms of our primitives. The style of 
coding of the latter looks much like the output of  a 
LISP compiler: at each step the arguments to a function 
are put on top of the listpdl, then the function is called. 
Local variables are kept on the listpdl as well; the 
purpose o f p d l g e t  and p d l p u t  is to examine and set such 
local variables. (Also, like the output of a good LISP 
compiler, the latter version uses i den t i ca l  and a t o m i c  
instead of eq and a t o m  !) 

(define equal 
(lambda (x y) 

(cond ((eq x y) t) 
((or (atom x) (atom y)) nil) 
((not (null (equal (car x) (car y)))) 
(equal (cdr x) (cdr y))) 

(t nil)))) 

equal ~-- expr 0 
comment We assume t and nil as directly accessible constants. 

Strictly speaking, they should be referenced as the contents of 
some cell in rootspace. ; 

if begin p d l g e t ( -  1) ; pdlget( - 1) ; identical() end 
then begin popitemO ; popitemO ; pushitem(t) end 

else if begin pd lge t ( -1 ) ;  atomic() end 
or begin pdlget(O); atomic() end 

then begin popitemO ; popitemO ; pushitem(nil) end 
else if begin 

pdlget(-- 1) ; 
car(); 
pd lge t ( -  1) ; 
car() ; 
equal() ; 
pushitem (nil) ; 
not identical() ; 

end 
then begin 

pd lge t ( -  1) ; 
cdrO ; 
pdlput(-- 2) ; 
cdrO ; 
equal() ; 

end 
else begin popitemO ; popitem 0 ; pushitem(nil) end; 

7. Modif ications and Future Work  

The next step, of course, is to consider the inter- 
actions which would be necessary if more than two 
processors were involved. As long as there is only one 
gc processor involved, the synchronizat io,  interlocks 
would not need to be much more complex than they are 
in the algorithms presented here. The definitions of 
m u n c h  and u n m u n c h  would need to be extended, and the 
c r e a t e  function would need to lock out other list proces- 
sors while manipulating the freelist. One pitfall is that if 
the list processors are allowed to push and pop each 
other's listpdls, then during a mark  phase a pointer to an 
unmarked object might be repeatedly transferred from 
one pdl to another, pushing entries on the gcpdl, but 
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always being popped from a listpdl before the gc proc- 
essor can examine the pdl slot, and so the object might 
never get marked. This kind of game probably would 
not last very long, but should be anticipated; perhaps in 
such a case a pointer to the unmarked object itself 
should be put on the gcpdl. 

Graver  difficulties arise if several gc processors are 
involved. Two possible schemes come to mind. The first 
is to have the gc processors always all be in the same 
phase, and to divide the work of each phase among 
them. During the mark  phase each processor would 
grab something f rom the gcpdl, and use its own private 
pdl to trace and mark  f rom that object, then examine 
the gcpdl again. If  the gcpdl became empty, then the 
next processor to examine it would fetch the next item 
from rootspace or from a listpdl. During the other three 
phases, each processor would tackle one space apiece at 
a time until all spaces were processed. The other possible 
scheme, somewhat more complex, would be to assign 
certain spaces semipermanently to other processors, and 
let each processor collect garbage asynchronously. 
Coordinating the marking of pointers from one space to 
another could be quite challenging. Information about  
into which other spaces an object of a given space can 
point could be used to advantage here. In particular the 
"pure free storage" scheme could yield great savings in 
time; this involves splitting each space into two spaces, 
one of which, the "pure"  one, is never garbage collected. 
Objects in pure spaces are constrained to point only at 
other pure objects; thus the gc processor need never 
mark  or trace through pure objects. Since a large list 
processing system typically contains a large amount  of 
static data, this can save half or more of the gc proces- 
sor 's effort. (This scheme has the further advantage 
that in a time-sharing situation pure list structure can be 
shared, via page mapping, between unrelated processes. 
It has been used with great success in the PDP-10 imple- 
mentation of MaCLISP [15], and a somewhat less effi- 
cient, though more general, variant is used in InterusP 
[19].) Updating pointers with several gc processors 
would be somewhat less difficult; a gc processor could 
relocate a space, then issue a signal to all gc processors 
to update pointers in their spaces. When every other 
processor had done so and replied to that effect, then 
the first gc processor could carry on with its reclaim 
phase. 

The ultimate extension of this scheme would be 
dynamic allocation of processors to garbage collection 
or to list processing. Clever heuristics would be needed 
to decide whether switching a processor to garbage 
collection at time t is desirable to forestall having to 
wait on an empty freelist at time t + n. 

In the case of a single processor time-shared between 
list processing and garbage collection in order to alle- 
viate the embarrassing pause problem, a specially micro- 
coded processor could eliminates many of the interlocks 
described in the algorithms above merely by switching 
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to garbage collection only on completion of a list proc- 
essing primitive. Thus instead of assuming, as above, 
only that  memory references were indivisible, one could 
have create, clobber, gcpush, etc. as indivisible primi- 
tives. The technique for the management  of the mark  
and flag bits would still be relevant, of course. This 
would probably not be feasible on a general purpose 
processor, but would be ideal on the microcoded Green- 
blatt LISP machine [7, 9], for which it is indeed true that 
operation like car, cons, and atom are machine-language 
primitives. 

In another direction, a desirable extension would be 
the handling of heaps containing objects of odd sizes. 
The two-pointer relocation scheme would not be appli- 
cable to this case, and the "sliding" method could not 
be used either, as mentioned in Section 5. The copying 
method would have to be used; this would r~quire some 
"breathing room"  to perform, but could be done. ~ 

Until the algorithms presented here are actually 
implemented, it is difficult to predict what the per- 
formance gains will be. The gain would probably be 
relatively small if it were installed in standard existing 
usPs on standard, general purpose computers  like the 
PDP-10, because of the necessity of performing sema- 
phore-type operations so frequently. The ideal situation 
would use specially designed processors, possibly micro- 
coded, which would have the primitives defined in this 
paper as actual hardware primitives at some level; in 
particular, it would have some standard semaphores and 
munch registers built in, so that processor interlocks 
would be almost cost-free. 

8. Conclusions 

The algorithms presented here could be used to 
achieve the parallel processing of garbage collection, 
possibly yielding a net speedup, but more importantly 
eliminating the periodic suspension of list processing 
operations necessitated by standard garbage collection 
methods. It  will probably be necessary to design special 
processors, possibly microcoded, to implement these 
techniques efficiently; as the prices of processors drop 
and microcoded processors become more common,  this 
alternative becomes more feasible. I f  this is done, the 
list processor can run almost unimpeded, since necessary 
processor interlocking can be achieved through special 
hardware in such a way that  the list processor almost 
never needs to wait on the gc processor, and then only 
for short periods of  time. 

5 The copying method is also tricky because we require that the 
list processor be able to create new objects while the garbage collec- 
tor is busy copying; should new objects be created in the copied- 
from space, the copied-to space, or a third space? 
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Appendix. ECL Language Features 

The ECL language allows the use of  user-defined data 
types (modes) and structures (with, in the author 's  
opinion, much greater flexibility and readability than 
Algol 68). Certain features of  the ECL language are used 
in this paper, sometimes with blatant  disregard for 
certain technical issues; for a full description of these 
facilities the reader should consult Wegbreit et al. [21] or 
[221. 

The mode definition operation is ": :" .  The state- 
ment 

foo :: (mode);  

definesfoo as the name of the specified mode. 
Modes may be built up by using certain mode con- 

struction functions. The expression seq((mode)) yields 
a new mode which is a sequence, or array, of  the speci- 
fied mode. This new mode has no implied upper bound 
on the subscript range; the upper bound is declared 
when a specific object is created. (In this paper the 
declaration of all such structures has been omitted as 
unnecessary to the understanding of the algorithms.) 
The function length of such an object will yield the 
maximum subscript for that object. The minimum sub- 
script is 1. I f  bar is an object of  mode seq(int), then the 
expression bar[j] yields the integer which is the j th  
component  of  the sequence. 

The expression oneof((model) ,  ( m o d e 2 ) , . . . ,  
(moden)) yields a mode such that an object of any of 
the specified modes may be considered to be of the new 
mode also. Any specific object satisfying this new mode 
will have one of the specific modes as its mode; i.e. 
when creating an object of  mode oneof(int, bool) it must 
be an int or a bool. (For a precise explanation, see 
Wegbreit et al. [21] or [22].) 

The struet operator is used to create structure modes: 

foo :: s t ruct((namel) :  (model ) ,  (name2): (mode2), 
. . . ,  (namen): (moden)) ; 

An object of  mode foo would be a structure with com- 
ponents named (namel )  . . .  (namen). Each component  
must be of its respectively specified mode. In order to 
select a component  of a structure the operator "." is 
used. Thus if the object quux is of  mode struet(zip: int, 
zap: seq(bool)) then quux.zip is an integer, quux.zap is a 
sequence of bools, and quux.zap[3] is a bool. Note that 
. . . .  is an operator and not just a syntactic trick; it may, 
for example, take a function call on its left, providing 
the function returns a structure with a component  of the 
correct name: randomfn(x, y).eomponentname is quite 
legitimate. Provided the modes and objects involved are 
all correct, there is no reason not to intermix the " " 
and "[ ]" types of  selection in one expression; one may 
think of them as being performed from left to right. 
Thus the expression: 

usa.government.eongress.senate[43].ehildren[2].name.first 

presumably would yield the first name of the forty-third 
senator's second child. 

The expression ptr((mode))  yields a mode which is 
a "pointer"  to (mode).  This allows structures to be 
shared between other structures, and allows passing of 
ptrs in place of  entire large structures. For  example, 
consider the following: 

ztesch :: struet(this: frob, that: frob) "~ 
frob :: ptr(seq(int)) ; 
eonsfrob ~-- exp(fr: frob; int) 

begin 
decl zt: ztesch; 
zt.this ~--- fr; 
zt.that ~ fr; 
zt.this[43] +-- 27; 
zt.that[43]; 

end; 

Invoking consfrob with a frob should return the value 
27, because zt.this and zt.that are ptrs to the same 
frob structure. The argument  to consfrob has also been 
changed. I f  the mode frob had been defined without the 
ptr construct, then zt would contain two entire copies of  
fr, and the original argument would not have been 
altered; as it is, zt need only contain two copies of  ptrs 
to fr. This can be important  if a frob can contain a 
sequence of ten  thousand integers! 

Objects of a given mode can be constructed with the 
eonst construct. The general form is: 

eonst((mode) of ( i teml),  ( i t e m 2 ) , . . . ,  (itemn)) 

This constructs a new object of  mode (mode) (which 
should be a struct-type mode), with its components 
initialized to the specified items, and returns it. 

Functions are constructed via the expr construct. 
This bears great similarity to the lambda construct of 
LISP, with the addition of mode specifications. The 
general form is: 

expr( (var l ) :  ( m o d e l ) , . . . ,  (varn): (moden); 
(returnmode)) (expression) 

I f  (returnmode) is omit ted,  then the function always 
returns nothing (a special object of mode none). 

Local variables may be defined within begin-end 
blocks by using the decl construct. It  may appear any- 
where in a block; if it appears after some executable 
statements, then the variable is not declared, in effect, 
until the deel is reached in execution. The variable may 
be given an initial value by using the optional byval 
clause: 

decl temp: bool; 
deel argrag: int byva l f (x )  q- 3; 
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